
HERMENEUTICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY 

Malcolm Crick, in hisbook;Explorations in Language'ahd Meaning 
(1976) stresses the importance of semantic powers, which make human 
beings members of a self-defining species. He also stresses that a 
recognition of the effects of the observerh presence within the field 
observed makes social anthropology, the interpretation of alien systems 
of thought and action~ more a process of translation, between the 
observed system and that of the interpreter~ than a natural science in 
wh~ch S11Ch effects can be taken to be minimal or non-existent. Crick 
thus ac:::epts the following description of'. the social anthropologist, 
1'1om Dvuns-Pritchard I s Marett lecture of 1950: 

.Heg&est.o liye for sOUlemol;lths or years' a.'ilong a primitive 
people .. ,He lives.. among them as intimately as he can, and he 
learns to speak their language 9 to think in their concepts 

'and· to" feel the.irvalues. He then lives the experiences 
over again critically' and •interpretatively iIi the, conceptual 

'categoriesand.values of Ilis' own 'clilture anditl termS of the 
general body of· knowledge of'his discipline. In other words, 
hetrans:late.s from one culture into another. (Evans·
Pritchard, 1962 : 21 ': , . 

Crick reaffirms Evahs",Pritchard'sc()ntention that social anthro:pology
 
is a kind. of historiograp):iy;' n:6~ .l'l,form of natural science. This
 
however poses :the question of what it is which distinguishes such non-


o natural scienc~s,colie¢tI,[elykhov'm as humanities, or human sciences. 
One ans,ver, gfve11" byWflheirtf Dilthey" is to identify the characteristic 
method of the human sciences as the method called y"erstehen, through 
which the process of creating meanings is relived by the interpreter. 
This however leads to a false opposition between a faculty of under
standing (yerst'2.,hen) suitab2.e for theorising the human sciences 9 and 
the mode of explanation, for theorising the natural sciences. Dilthey 
himself recognised that expJ.anf:1.tion is not vrholly excluded from the 
human sciences. Even by making a distinction 9 however, between method 
and object, the observer or interpreter is again excluded from the 
field observed, leading to a misleading ob,jectification, and a loss of 
the insight that investigation in the hume.n sciences, and in social 
anthropology, is like a process of translation. 

What follows is a part of the history of an unintegrated domain,
 
loosely specifiable as 'hermeneutics'. It will shm., some of the impli."
 
cations of placing social anthropology among the human sciences, and of
 
likening it to a process of translation. This partial history will
 
take the form of an account of some of the differences between the
 
theorisings of hermeneutics in three authors, Dilthey, Heidegger, and
 
Gadarner, through a commentary on three texts: Dilthey I s ~!J...e DevelQJ2"'
 
JE-ent of Hermeneutics_ (1900); Heidegger' s intrOduction to !3_eing aI?-_ci
 
Time (1973); and Gadamer 1 s second introduction to Truth and Method
 
T1975). This account cannot show the full inner dyn8.mics of each
 
theorising, and of its production, but it will give a rough characteri 

sation of each. This/however, will be sufficient to show the looseness
 
of the term 'hermeneutics Y" by showing deep divergencies between three
 
of its principle twentieth century theorisations.
 

vJilhelm Dilthey (1833··1911) vTaS concerned to show the :possibility 
of generally valid knowledge in the human sciences. He grounds this 
possibility in the nature of the understanding, of Verstehen. He 
defines 'hermeneutics' in The Development of Hermeneutics as· the theory 
of interpretation, the methodology of y~~~teheE,9 as opposed to the 
exegesis of texts, which is the practi~e, of interpretation. For Dilthey, 
it is the possibility of understanding expressions of life, fixed in 
writing, which is specified by the term 'hermeneutics l ; for it is by 
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successive engagements with fixed reidentifiable objects that general 
rules of exegesis can be developed. Thus there is no contrast with 
the reidentifiability of objects in the natural sciences. Plainly 
however there are problems with the suggestion that 'expressions of 
life' can be durably fixed. There is not just the problem of estab _ 
1 , h' 0. f' , t:', .. ~ . ,. ~, .'." -". 'oP "", ..!.,," 1 i <"';n'~ +ho '''el'' J.,' 01'~s ~ng e ~n~ .,vc '.£ ",'s.cons , :'u", ..'.S8 .. \:-,~ V( •• ,).,._."1. ..,, '.. v '.t. ,.l.v.\ ,. 

between expression, its author, and the context in which it was pro
duced. These are pres~ably the problems which generate Dilthey's 
su:c)position of the infinite nature of processes of interpretation, a 
Sl}~)!n2ition which is shared by Crick. Dilthey writes in the cited 

Theoretically we are here at the limits of all inter·· 
pretation; it can only fulfil its task to a degree' 
(1976 : 259 ). 

This aFL'ears in the essay as a regrettable limitation, but becomes 
tr8m~?()8ed into a necessary consequence of a precondition of any under-
standinG through Gadamer's appropriation of Heidegger's writings. 

It is the requirement for fixed reidentifiable objects of inter
pretati.on which grounds the privileged status of texts in this essay. 
Dilthey'semphasis on texts is of course not identical to any such 
emphasis current in social anthropology. -There is in social anthropology 
the distinction between the alien system of thought and action as t~xt, 

and the notebooks of the observer, which form the basis of his ethnography. 
DiHhey's discussion of texts as written works holds only by strained 
analogy for texts as alien systems, the major difference being the l~ck 
of an author in the text of the alien system. The significance of the 
discussion lies however in the attempt to validate the results of stu~ies 

in the historiographical mode. Dilthey writes: 

Here lies the immeasurable significance of literature for 
our understanding of intellectual life and history; in 
language alone the inner life of man finds its complete, 
exhaustive and objectively comprehensible expression. The 
art of understanding therefore centres on exegesis or 
interpretation of those remnants of htunan existence which 
are contained in written works (1976: 249). 
(Translation altered.) 

However, human 'inner life' is not equally expressed in all texts; and 
it becomes evident that there is an implicit ordering of texts on the 
basis of degrees of such expressiveness. Texts such as Goethe's poetry 
and Truth and Schiller's On Aesthetic Education are preferred to texts 
such as property inventories and legal contracts, which express or des
cribe human 'outer life'. The contrast corresponds to that between 
expressive and instrumental texts. The emphasis on inner life, on 
intentions and consciousness,becomes clearer by considering the assertion 
with which Dilthey concludes Ghe essay: 

The final goal of the hermeneutic procedure is to 
understand the author better than he understood him
self: a statement which is the necessary conclusion 
of the doctrine of unconscious creation (1976: 260). 

This might seem to be no more than the correct suggestion that by recon·· 
structing the context of the author's writings, it is possible to recon·
struct conditions and constraints on them, of which the author was not 
or could not be aware. However, the implications of 'the doctrine of 
unconscious creation' are not exhausted by this. as becomes clear in the 
shift from privileging texts to privileging their authors as the objects 
of hermeneutics. Dilthey writes: 
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But the work of a great poet or explorer, of n religious 
genius or genuine philosopher can only be' the true' , 
expression of his mental life; in hTh~lan society, which 
is full of lies, such,work is always true and can there
fore in contrast to other fixed expressions be. interpreted 
,vith complete objectivity. Indeed it throws light on the 
other artistic records of an age,and on the historical 

,actions of contemporaries (1900 :21.t9) ~ 

Thus it is not the historical context which allows the interpreter to 
interpret the text, but the text which helps the interpreter to 
interpret the historical context. However, the assertion of the 
possibility of first establishing the truth of'the' 'gre0.t poet I or 
i real philosopher', and. then using this trllth to develop understanding 
of the context is entirely implausible on several counts. It is only 
less implausible th~,n the suggestion that it is possible to identify 
authors to,represent particular eras, to make choices between, for 
exmnple ,Dilthey and Marx. 

Dilthey describes the two parts of,the process of exegesis as 
follows: " , 

In the process of interpretation we can distinguish only 
two aspetts h) grasping ariintellectual creation in ' 
linguistic signs" •Grammatical interpretation prc,ceeds 
link by link tc' the highest combinations in the whnle of 
the 'tmrk. The psychological interpretation starts with 
penetrating the inner creative'process and Droceeds to 
the outer and inner 'form of the'work,and'I'rom there to 
a further grasp of the unity of all his works in the 
mentality and development of their author (1976 : 259) • 

This equal emphasis on 'psychological interpretation' is however 
wholly misconceived, the mistake lying in the supposition that it is 
possible to extend the reconstruction of the author's ~ental processes 
beyond the evidence of surviving texts;· thus the use of such recon·· 
structions to expll:'.in the texts can only be a process of reading back 
into the t~xts what has already been read out of them. ' This unillu
minating circularity is re})rc)d.uced in the folloViing description of 
Verstehen: 

Understanding (Verstehen) is the process of r~cognising . 
a mental state from a s;;se,given sign by which it is 

,expressed (1976: 248). 

Although the .reidentifiable serise.,.given sign is the evidence for the 
recQgnition of the mental state,Dilthey suggests that the ground for 
the possibility of this recognition ,is the interpreter's o~m experience 
of mental states. He writes: 

The possibility of valid interpretation can be deduced 
from the nature of the understanding . There the persona·· 
lities of the interpreter and his author do nat confront 
each other as two ffl.cts which cannot be cO~Dared: bdth 
have' been formed by a·' common human natur~ a~d this makes 
conunon speech and understanding am.ong men ];>os8i1)le 
(1976 : 258). 

Dilthey does not q'liestion th~:i.nfluence on the process of interI)retation 
of the spec ific ,form of 'corrin1'on' human nature' vThich is present in the 
particular' interpreter. Nor does he systematically discuss the possi·· 
bility and actuality of differences in the languages and categories of 
interpreter and author. The danger'of this neglect is well put by Crick, 
follovring Evans-·Pritchard: 
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An insu:fficie-rrt-eomprehension of the conceyrtual structures 
of ones own society and an inadequate familiarity with the 
complex resources of ones ovm language can easily De a 
source of mistranslati0n. and so cause I!1.isunderstanding of 
another culture. (Crick 1976 : 153) 

By emphasising the importance of the author~ Dilthey submerges th~ role 
of the interpreter and the effects of his understanding on his inter
pretation of the other culture. For. Diltht;y the aim of hermeneutics 
is to reconstruct the self·-expression which is given in the text through 
a process of identification with its author. As a result of this ortEm·
tationthe problem of relativism emerges ~ because of the er:;,phasis on the 
specificity of the system to, be understood~ and of the attempt to can·.. 
structan 1L.'1derstanding of that system ·from the standpoint of that system. 
The impossibility of such identification can hOvTever lead to a recognition 
that the process of 1L.'1derstanding the alien system is not one of n~sorb~ 

tion into the systel'1; but of translation of that system into that of the 
interpreter. 'I'here is in the process of understanding a necessary 
relation between theinterpreter i s self-,understanding and the inter· 
pretation of the system ttl be understood. As Hanson concludes in his 
paper ~ 'Understanding in Philosophical Anthropology v : 

Furthermore a comparatj,ve perspective has characterised 
my entire analysis. I fOillld it easiest to think about 
why Africans do not eVR.luate their assumptions on the 
(lasis of empirical evidence by thi:1.king fi:i.'st about ~7h,;'.·. 

r;est~r-il scientists' 6.0 (1970: 56). . 

Asa result of the submergence of the interpreter ~ Dilthey cannot l)egin 
to give an account of the constraints on understanding imposed by the 
conce'Jtual structures implicit, in languages~ nor of the possibilities 
of alte'ring those constraints. The constitution and develo])ment of the 
interpreter ~ s understanding is an issue exrlicitly taken up hy G.<J.da..>ner ~ 

as a wealmess in Dilthey's.theorising of hermeneutics; 1{hileHeidegger 
is ])articularly concerned with the influence of the availahility of 
categories on understanding. The very opacity of his language is a 
result of his attempt to hreak through preconceptions embedded in Innguage 
as given. to what he took to be the truth of philosophy. 

Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) :published~.eingand Time in 1926 in the 
journal setup by Russerl to develop his phenomenologicalprogrpJmme.· It 
gradually became clear however that Heidegger's cohtribQcion was not so 
much a realisation of a part of the programme. as a new programme. In 
~~ing and Ti~~ itself it is not clear that Reidegger recognised this~ and 
there is thus throughout the work'a persistent but ambiguous appeal to 
1 phenomenology' which· is. not systematically related to the c1.eveloping use 
of the term in Husserl's writings. The following is a hrief summary of 
the introduction fo t,s:uY' 'hy'(~' ,St>imc ;"'~idl .nv.:. t :c.8(;e~£o.:2ily be' se-],~e:t.:ivc.¥ _ The 

............ .lo:,.;... . ." •• _ ........ " .
 

significance of this selection can only be made plain by a further reading 
of the text in question. There will he no direct quotations beca1,1se they 
would probably be more confusing than illuminating,but the numbers in 
brackets are the page .numbers of the German edition~ indicating the 
passages on which sections of the surnmary are based • 

.. Heidegger is concern is to restate the question of Being; which 
denotes the general category, and not a clr,ss of specific entities, 
'because he takes this to be the precondition of philosophical i'nvesti··· 
gation. In this restatement the privilegea entity is Dasein, the entity 
which people are, because it has as a defining characte-ristic the possi
bility of understanding not just itself~ but other kinds of entity too 
(12). Heidegger stresses that P..0-_~in is self~,interpreting. thus estab-, 
lishing the importance of self·..definition and of semantic pow~rs. What 
Heidegger shows is that Dasein is al,{ays already engaged in a. linguistic 
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bility of understanding not just itself~ but other kinds of entity too 
(12). Heidegger stresses that P..0-_~in is self~,interpreting. thus estab-· 
lishing the importance of self· .. definition and of semantic powers. What 
Heidegger shows is that Dasein is al,{ays already engaged in a. linguistic 
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cC'nJ1l1unity, and has structures of understanding prior to the a.ttertl};lt to 
understand. Thus the forestructures of understanding are prior to the 
setting up of the subject/object dichotomy, which is the basis of the 
dichotomy between hurnan and natural sciences. Thus interpretation and 
understanding are not to be taken as on the same level as causal expla·· 
nation in the natural sciences, but are presupposed in the very setting 
up of the dichotomy. Heidegger thus shifts' the emphl'1sis frOM the indi· 
vidual author ofpl'1rticuliar texts, to the linguistic comnlunity, which, 
in the terms of transcendental philosophy, is identified as the 
transcendental subject. 

~fuat Heidegger wishes to question are p'~sein's. forestructures of
 
unq.erstanding through the attemrt tn reconstruct them. This recon·
 
struction is designed to establish the actual horizon for an interpre.·
 

. tation of the meaning of Being in general. Heidegger indicates 
tem})orality as the meaning of the entity which is cnlled Dasein(17L 
but in so doing questions the concept of time.· He writes that 'time' 
has long functioned as a criterion for naively discriminating between 
various realms of entities, with a question~ble distinction between 
temporal entities, natl1ral processes e~d historical happenings, and 
nono-temporal entities, spatial and numerical relations (18). There 
is a customary contrast beti.;een 'timeless' meanings of pro}}ositions, 
and the temporality of propositional assertion s • This however obscures 
the crucial role of temporal determinateness in structuring human 
understanding (19). This temporality is historical in the sense that 
having a history is a determining characteristic of Dasein (20). 
Dasein's l)eing in the present is alwn.ys denendent on its hA.ving been 
in~he past, asa result of which it is emhedded in traditions carrying 
oVer from past to present. The failure to recognise the influenoe of 
tradition in the present obscures the historical origins of categories, 
and the suppressions implicit in them. By stating the full;. nature of 
categories. preserved through the mediation of traditions J it is possible 
to recognise the influence in the present of the rast, and to understand 
what is of value in it (22). Heidegger represents the process of 
investigation as phenomenological descri})tion' which, 'he suggests, means 
'interpretation'. The phenomenology of Dasein is hermeneutic in a du~J. 

sense of making the b('1.sic structures of Being 'known to .~'1sein (37) and 
of working O\lt the conditions for the possibility of philosophical 
investisation •. Further as a result of working out, through this. 
hermenel1tic, the conditions for the possibility of reconstructing 
historical processes, the methodology of the human sciences is indicated. 
This can be called 'hermeneutic', according to Heidegger, only in a 
derivative sense. There is then a clear contrast here between this and . . 

Dilthey's specification of hermeneutics as the theory of interpretation, 
whiGh is to ,be the methodology of the human sciences. 

Heidegger's questioning of the constitution of the interpreter's 
self-understanding, and of the categories' in which that understtmc1ing 
is to be articulated, is taken up and made more accessible by Hans
Georg Gadamer (1900··). This greater accessibility is achieved at the 
cost of confusing the distinction between ordinary language and the 
language in which ordinary language is theorised~ Gadamer emphasises 
the temporn,l dimension of understanding, the temporel distance behTeen 
interpreter and interpreted, and the importance of the historical 
determinations of the interpreter's understanding, the importance of 
effective history. Gado.mer's purpose in talking about effective 
history is to show how the history of a community is present in the 
constitution of a community ata particular point in tine~ not simply 
in its practices, but in the structures of its members' understandings . 

. This is'n stronger version of Evans-Pritchard's claim: 
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The claim that one can understand the functioning of 
institutions at a certain point in time without knowing 
how they came to be, what they are" or what they were 
later to become, as well as the person who in addition 
to havinG studied their constitution at that point of 
time~ has also studied their ]Jast and future, is to me 
an absurdity (Evans-Pritchard: 21) 

Stressing that both the material studied, and the understanding of the 
interpreter, have historical determinations is a different point from 
suggesting that a discipline, such as anthropology, is hist0riogr~phical. 
Gadamer P s criticism of Dilthey's failure to give an account of the 
formation of the interpreter's understanding hinges on a rejectio~ of 
Dilthey's distinction between hermeneutics as the theory, and exegesis 
as the ~ractice of interpretation. It is the use, or 8~plication, of 
understanding acquired through interpretation which constitutes that· 
understanding. There is no· distinction between the process of producing 
understanding in the practice of interpretstion, 'and the validation of 
it ·by measuring the l)ractice against the theoretical· norms articu~ated 
in the theory of interpretation, hermeneutics. Gadamerthus relocates 
hermeneutics in the practical activity of developing systems of con·· 
ventions and cod.es~ which constitute legal systems, reli~iousbeliefs, 
and, more broadly, natural languages. An example of such practical 
activity is the modification of an·existing language in order to express 
in it the thought and action of an alien community. 

The precondition for such practices is the possibility of 
communication between interpreter and interpreted, but it is precisely 
the gap between strangeness and familiarity in the text to be inter
preted which is the site of hermeneutics. The familiarity consists in 
the presup})ositions and. prejudices shared by text and interpreter;, the 
strangeness by the remaining pre--suppositions, which are not sharecL 
The f&~iliarity is constituted, so far as Gadamer is concerned, by the 
presence of some effect produced by the thing interpreted in the com~, 

munity of the interpreter. It is plausible that this provides aocess 
to things to be interpreted in the inst~nce where that thing is a part 
of a history linking interpreter and interpreted. This however is plainly 
not the case for the anthronlogist who is not a member of the community 
studied.. There is then a p;oblem' of how in this instance the familiarity 
required to provide access to the thing to be interpreted CRn be obtained. 
If the community studied is contemporary, then plainly this happens as 
described by Evpns···Pritchard, quoted at the beginning of this paper. If 
the community is not contemporary, access can still be estahlished 
through the reading and studying of the written and plastic remains. The 
process of interpretation is thus generated by the challenge to ~re
supposition made by the texts. Without this challenge to preSUI)position, 
and therefore without presupposition, there would not be processes of 
understanding. The encounter between text and interpreter brings pre~· 

suppositions and pre,judices to recognition, and it 18.::'.k. t(J-ti'l.e 
. dissolution of all but those which brinr; about genuine understancling. 

By putting prejudice at risk in the encounter with the text, that text 
can reveal its claim to truth. Thus the process of understanding begins 
"Then a text . addresses the interpreter and poses a question to prejudice. 
Instead of reconstructing the self-e~)ression which is given in a text, 
by identifying with its author, Gadamer is suggesting that understanding 
must affirm its own hi storical context. In the forc:""O.:..\l' ·co J~:le~C'C()ild 

edition of Truth and Method Gadamer charaCterises'his investigation in 
the following manner: 

At any rate the purpose of my investigation is not. to offer 
a genera.l theory of interpretation, and a differential account 
of its methods, but to discover what is in common to all modes 
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of lIDderstanding and to show that unclersto,nding is never 
subjective behaviour toward a given object? but towards 
its effective history -- the history of its influence; in 
other wordslIDderstanding belon~s to the beine of that 
which is understood (1975: xix) . 

Gaclamer is therefore not developing a methodology of the human 
sciences. He 1vrites: II did not intend to ~roduce an art or techniqu~ 
of. lIDCl.erstanding· in the manner of the eo'rlier hermeneutics. Idiel nc't 
wish 1;0 elaborate a system of rules to describe ~ let alone direct 3 the 
methodical procedure of the human sciences 1 U.hld: xvi). . For GRdroner 
truth is not the result of applying vl1.lidRting methods to processes of 
investig0.tion 3 and he enc1orsesHeiclegger!s notion of truth.as revelation. 
He states his main direction of questioning as follows: 'My real concern 
was and is philosophical: wh'"l.t strmds in question is not "'hat we do, nor 
what "lie ought to d09 but what happens to us over f.1nd A.bove our wanting 
and ctoing t Ci~).ia: xviii). The implication of transcendentalism becomes 
more clear in the follovring: 'The investigation asks 5 to express it in a 
Kant ian 'my, how is understanding I'ossible' Cibid: xviii) .. The :prn.. 
cedur~ of German transcendental philosophy of going behind what is p~esent 
in consciousness, and inquiring for the cond1.ticJns of its presence,. ~s 
transtormed however by the systematic recognition of language, rather 
than isolated categories, as the mediu1'1 for the expression of 'what . 
happens to us over and above our wanting and doing!. This ,shift alters 
the nature of the transcendental claim, since although 'consciousness' 
may w:j.th some plausibility be supposed to be unchanging 3 and atemporal, 
allowing the derivation of orte·set of conditions of possibilitY3 langua~e 
may 'not. Gada~~r identifies the consequences of this shift as follows: 
'Hence the demand fer a reflexive self-grounding as made from the vi~w
point of the speculatively conducted transcendental philosophy of Fi~hte3 
Hegel'and Busserl is lIDful filled 1 (ib:i2. :·XX:l.v). This failure Gadamer 
takes to indicate the impossibility of all reflexive self~..grounding. 
What is common to all lIDclerstanding is the r~le of effective history, and 
the mediation of tradition throu~h the mediation of language, bl1t the 
necessary diversity of languages, traditions nnc1 effectivities of history 
provides no basis for the postulation of a subject of a total process ~ 

required for a grounding of transcendental philosophJr • Thus Gadamer 
cannot use this means for deciding which prejudices are genuine, refleq .. 
ting the historical determinateness of the prejudiced 3 and therefore 
making understanding possible, and which are not. 

The concept of tradition plays a crucial role in Gadamer's construc-· 
tion of understanding, and is the only possible location for distin~uishing 

between prejudices. He writes: 'Tradition, part of whose nature is the 
handing on of traditional TIlaterial, must have become questionable for an 
explicit consciousness of the hermeneutic task of appropriating tradition 
to have been formed! (jTu~:d: xxi). The manner in which this questioning 
becomes possible however is never clarified j and thus the reason for the 
emphasis on the appropriation, rather than criticisln and rejection of 
tradition does not emerge. 'l'his is the res'lllt of there heing <::oncealed 
in the notion of effective history a shift back from emphasising languare 
to emphasising consciousness. Gadamer re~qrks: 'Hence there is a certain 
legitimate ambiguity in the concq!t of the consciousness of effective 
history, as I have used it. This ambiguity is that it is used to mean at 
once the consciousness obtained in the course of historY and determined by 
history; and the very consciousness of this obtaining and determining! 
( i.'i;d.d: xxi). This representation of effective history as primarily 
effecting consciousness and not as mediated through lanfsuage obscures the 
possibility of articulating traditions, and the particular effectiveness 
of history on·particular understandings, through analysing the languap;e 
in which they are mediated. 
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Even the emphasis on language is to an extent misplaced. It leads 
to a suppression of the question of the conditions determining the devel
opment of language. Gadamer's claim to the transcendental status of 
philosophical hermeneutics suggests the possibility of developing an 
account of those conditions; but he does not develop a distinction 
between the ordinary language of intersubjeetive communication, in which 
effective' history is operative, and theoretical language in which an 
account of the limits on the suspension of prejudice might be constructed. 
The distinction is bet1.,een a If:U1guage in which rules are followecl, and the 
language in which the rules are specified, their social role specified, 
their mutual compatibility discussed, and the possibilities for develop
mentand change in the rules elaborated. The theoretical lang~age must 
of cQursepreserve the structures of meaning present in the ordinary 
language,but give in addition an account of their formation, and co
hesion.· The failure to make this distinction is the basis'.for :Gadamer, s 
emphasis on the appropriation of tradition, rather than its criticism, 
because only through theorising the ordinary language in which tradition 
is preserved is it possible to do anything more than accede tq it. The 

problem is to s:i?eci~J conditions for the adequacy of theoretical lang
uages to ordinary languages. The following is a brief indication of the 
form of such conditions. A theoretical language is adequate to the domain 
whi.ch it articulates, in this case the structure of the ordinar,y language, 
insofar as it can internalise its specification of the domain, not 
grounding it in appeal to external elements, such as 'common human nature'. 
Thus the process of validation is also internalised, since validity now 
consiSts in the theory" s capacity to perform that articulation. The terms 
of the theoretical language are not to be imposed on pregiven data, but 
developed through an articulation of the domain and the specif~.cation of 
its elements. The validity of the terms is thus established hy their 
capacity to allow this articulation. If, instead of grounding theory, 
with Dilthey, in the universal category of 'common human nature' the 
enterprise of interpretation were taken to be the attempt to grasp the 
mechanisms at work beneath appearances, and to grasp the generation of 
the complex opaque forIns which are present in discourse, through the con
struction of such theoretical languages, the grounding by appeal to 
external standard is no longer necessary. The development of the theory 
is then governed not by the decision of the interpreter, constituted 
independently of the engagement in theorising, but is governed'by the 
structure of the domain of objects to be interpreted, in which the 
understanding of the interpreter is a variable and not a constant. 

The emphasis in the hermeneutic orientation on intersubjectivity tends 
to obliterate the distinction between theory and everyday intersubjective 
understanding. This obliteration is a precondition for the contention that 
the critique and supersession of a theory can be reduced to a mere process 
of criticising ideology. A critique of ideology reconstructs and criti
cises the system of representations of relations, institutions:and prac
tices in a society.' This can be an isolable activity only if that system 
of representations can give a coherent and complete account of what is 
represented. This presupposes that what is represented is its~lf coher~nt 
and complete; However if the relations represented are mutually inconsis
tent, the critique of ideology cannot stop at the limits of the system of 
representations; but mUit go on to give an account of why inconsistencies 
occur in reality, of what the possible resolutions of the tension arising 
out of them are, and of the manner in which those inconsistencies can 
demonstrate themselves, both in reality, and in the system of representation. 
The contention that &11 that is needed to eliminate misunderstanding is a 
systematic·critique of the 'discourse rests on the mistake of representing 
discourse as unconditj.oned by the domain which it articulates .. If, instead, 
discourse is taken to reflect and represent inconsistencies and contradic
tions in the domain itself, then it is not just the discourse;, but the 
domain which must be criticised. Thus if ideology is taken to be insep
arable from, and grounded in the system of relations which it represents, 
then it is not sufficient to discover tensions in the discourse in which 
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consiSts in the theory" s capacity to perform that articulation. The terms 
of the theoretical language are not to be imposed on pregiven data, but 
developed through an articulation of the domain and the specif~.cation of 
its elements. The validity of the terms is thus established hy their 
capacity to allow this articulation. If, instead of grounding theory, 
with Dilthey, in the universal category of 'common human nature' the 
enterprise of interpretation were taken to be the attr:;mpt to grasp the 
mechanisms at work beneath appearances, and to grasp the generation of 
the complex opaque forms which are present in discourse, through the con
struction of such theoretical languages, the grounding by appeal to 
external standard is no longer necessary. The development of the theory 
is then governed not by the decision of the interpreter, constituted 
independently of the engagement in theorising, but is governed;by the 
structure of the domain of objects to be interpreted, in which the 
understanding of the interpreter is a variable and not 8, constant. 

The emphasis in the hermeneutic orientation on intersubjectivity tends 
to obliterate the distinction between theory and everyday intersubjective 
understanding. This obliteration is a precondition for the contention that 
the critique and supersession of a theory can be reduced to a mere process 
of criticising ideology. A critique of ideology reconstructs and criti
cises the system of representations of relations, institutions:and prac
tices in a society.' This can be an isolable activity only if that system 
of representations can give a coherent and complete account of what is. 
represented.· This presupposes that what is represented is its€;lf coher~nt 

'and complete; However if the relations represented are mutually inconsis·· 
tent, the critique of ideology cannot stop at the limits of the system of 
representations; but mu it go on to give an account of why inconsistencies 
occur in reality, of what the possible resolutions of the tension arising 
out of them are, and of the manner in which those inconsistencies can 
demonstrate themselves, both in reality, and in the system of representation. 
The contention that &11 that is needed to eliminate misunderstanding is a 
systematic·critique of the 'discourse rests on the mistake of representing 
discourse as unconditj.oned by the domain which it articulates .. If, instead, 
discourse is taken to reflect and represent inconsistencies and contradic
tions in the domain itself, then it is not just the discourse;, but the 
domain which must be criticised. Thus if ideology is taken to be insep
arable from, and grounded in the system of relations which it represents, 
then it is not sufficient to discover tensions in the discourse in which 
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the ideology is articulated, in order not to he misled; but the process
 
of criticisin~ ideology must po on to criticise that which is represented.
 
It is not 11 question simply of discoverinr-: the rules accordin,.,. to which
 
or,dinary language is constructed and developed, but of leaving open the
 
o~)tion of criticising that ordinary lanp:uage.
 

As a result of not maldnp; this distinction hetwe.en ordinary language 
and theoretical language. Gadal"ler is misled into grounding his theorisa· 
tion of hermeneutics in an unannlysed, unanalysahle notion of 'tradition'. 
G~damer cannot articulnte the difference hetween history as perceived, as 
apart of the conscious tradition of a people, -operative in their every
day life, and a systematic reconstruction of that history, in which 
divergencies between history,l[; perceived, and history as reconstructed 
can also be accounted for. The p8xallel between this relation and th~t 
b~tween ordinp,ry language and theoretical langUFI,{;e should he plain•. As a 
result of this failure, Gadmner cannot rr.round his own theorisl1tion in :;:.n lrti 
c~lation of the tradition from which it itself stems. He cannot specify 
how the content of traditions is formed 9 nor Ot how it changes. If the 
context of tradition can no longer be kno,vn in the Hegelian style as the 
production of self-conceptualising reason, neither can the content ane1. 

development of the content of tradition 1le so known. In rejectinp.: such 
forms of totalisation, Gadamer rejects the possibility of estahlishing the 
moment of truth and Imowledp;e in understanding, through a}'lleal to an 
absolute moment in the process of self·-conceptualisation. This re,1ection 

. seems to entail a rejection of all systems of relations which go beyond 
the context of tradition, through which that tradition might be grasped, 
understood and criticised. There is however no need to suppose that with
out a total context of history, in the Hegelian style, there can be no 
move beyond specific contexts. Indeed Gadarner's rejection of the desira., 
biiity as well as of the possibility of final interpretations of texts 
suggests as mUCh. There can be no such total context of history, since 
the very enterprise of understanding and. reconstructing history presup~
poses the finitude of the understandin~ undertaking the enterprise. 
Instead of leaving traditions to l,e specified by a total history to which 
the finite interpreter can have no A.ccess, Gadamer' s mID specification of 
necessary conditions for understending texts can be applied to the under
standing of traQitions. By recognising the distinction between the 
ordinary lanfuac:e in which tradition is preserved, and theoretical lanl~
uage in which that tradition can be articulated, this problem is of the wholly 
unspecifiable natlITC of traditions CQn be dissolve~. 

Thus in Dilthey, hermeneutics is theorised. as the method.olo~of the 
human sciences. In Heidegger, hermeneutics becomes the specification of 
the forest:cuctur~s .of understll.ndinP:? and of lanr:uar,e ,which are prior to 
the making of distinctions between subject and object of discourse. On 
this basis Gadarner rejects the objectifying tend.ency in hermeneutics, 
demonstrated in Dilthey, whereby the interpreter identifies with the 
author, in order to reconstruct the oh,lective self~.expression p;iven in a text, 
lh. .s.tr.~3seS' instead the relation between text and interpreter~
 

mediated by tradition. The question which remains, indic~tinr: a possible
 
line of development in hermeneutic theorisins, is how. traditions, mediated
 
through language, are to he theorised. At this )Joint it is clee.r that
 
Gadamer's form of transcendentalism, grounding the ~ossibility of all
 
understanding, cannot be an invitation to the construction of substantial
 
eternal structures of the eonditions of the possibility of understanding,
 
but to direct engagement in understandine: specific domains, by interpreters,
 
whose historically specific possibilities of understandin.g are the pre~
 

condition for such engagement. There is .no more than a formal answer to
 
Crick I s transcendental question of 'what j.t is to· know, interpret, under··
 
stand, and mean' (1976 : 129) and an understandinr of that p"nswe~ can be
 
gained only through such enp,agement, which "rill be the more illuminfttin{!
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the more the ef'fect-s--of---t-he il1terpreter'"s.self-understandinr are made 
explicit. As Crick himself concludes: since the h:umans'Jecies is self~· 

defining, chanre is of its essence and the conce'Jt cannot be taken as a 
~regiven of interpreting, put i p ahmysin the process ()f redefinitbn. 
It is thus clear that even the definition of the hinnnn sliecies as self·, 
defining crumot' be taken as a, ~iven of theory, hut itself r(;;quires 
theorisinG> In. order to understand the mechanisms, "Thereby changes in 
the s~Uf-definition come about. it is necessary to question the. j)roduc-, 
t ion of such det'initions. Both. the pos sibility of >the fO:i:'lnn.tion or that 
definit~on",and the )!ossibility of theorisinp; it~ must be theotised in 
the theoreticaJ.. ,langunge; There is certainly, no reason to,supJ!ose that 
,I}. recornition of the importMGe of semantic' pOvlers, is always present in 
ord.inary l(J.~c:uages, apd in human self-understanding, nnd thus thecrising 
of. it must prod11gean account of. its presence or absence. • The self
definition of the human species 'as self·-defining Jiust :itself bEfput in 
question. Clearly in th.e construction of anacc6untof Euroreahised 
cultures the very refUsal torecognisetheimportaric~of semaritJ.cpowers 
would have tobe theoris~d.andthe definition of 'the human species liS 
self-:-defining loTould have to be juxta]josed to marxist clefinitiotJs0f it 
ns producing and reproducing its 'Oil1n meansbf SUbsistence. A more 
decisive conclusIon depends of course on actually pr6ducing drt account 
of such o.ulturfls , Vlpich has not been the .concern of this paper. 
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